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The law is thought to be peculiarly conserva-
tive, and so it would tend to find itself at
the hostile or sceptical end of the spectrum
when it comes to the alacrity with which it
welcomes innovations in the rules of the
adversarial game by which it is played. It
is for this reason that Fly believes the in-
novations the law may usefully borrow from
some other adversarial games ought per-
haps first to be meditated upon against
the sage perspective provided inimitably by
single malt, before assuming the more
formal garb of a submission to the Rules
Board or the custodians of the Practice
Manual.

Take for example the DRS system. Yes,
there are Appeals Proper, but these things
take forever and tend to happen at the end
of the whole game. Fly was thinking more
of an on the spot appeal (each counsel
may have, say, two, exhausted only if un-
successful) to a carefully chosen arbiter of
sanity for rulings that are amenable to such
immediate attention without interrupting the
flow of the litigation as drastically as would
an appeal in medias res. Although these
thoughts at first presented themselves to
Fly as mischievously meritorious, the merit
faded with the advent of morning light.
Attractive though such an innovation may
be, defining the boundaries for rulings that
are amenable to this sort of quick time-out
referral, and confining the time-out moment
only to the absolutely essential such as to
serve the purpose of minimal disruption,
would be very difficult, and perhaps even
beyond the powers of the Cask Strength.
And so, let that incarnation remain for the
time being very much de lege ferenda, to
yield to a more nifty and, dare we say, re-
fined, little appeal mechanism: each coun-
sel has two opportunities, during his or
her own address or that of the opponent,
to call a time-out and to ask the presiding
officer precisely what he or she makes of
the submission just uttered. Of course,
sincerity from the presiding officer is key to
this whole concept.

The thought thus extracted
will duly form part of the record
and will need to be reconcilable
with the ultimate decision in the
matter. Fly cannot think of a single
good reason against such an in-
novation. It would entail the bonus
of drawing Bench and Bar closer to-
gether and avoiding wasting long
hours of anxious submission missing
the mark by miles. It would also ensure
attentiveness on the part of presiding
officers throughout the proceedings. The
number of such appeals available to each
counsel (and whether they can be banked
for future use across proceedings), and the
degree of detail with which they are to be
answered, are all of course matters for
further refinement.

Then there is the ‘use it or lose it’
principle. To speed up the game of rugby
union, and to avoid unproductive hogging
of possession, the new laws of the game
provide for opportunities for the referee to
call ‘use it!’ when an attacking side is
clearly in a position to play the ball, im-
mediately creating an obligation to do so
on pain of surrendering possession.

This is an excellent example for the court
to employ during argument. Should coun-
sel be onto something good, but be making
a meal of it, or fumbling with it in a way
that does not drive the point home, the
judge should call ‘use it!’ (the refinement
of ‘use it once’, ‘use it twice’, etc may be
considered in future). Counsel thus alerted
will immediately attempt to employ the good
point, or authority, or reference in the pa-
pers, to maximum effect within, say, a mi-
nute, and if this cannot be done, counsel
forfeits the entitlement to employ the point
at all. This is a flipside of sorts to the ‘pen-
ny for your thoughts’ appeal suggested
above – and has a similar streamlining
effect on the administration of justice.

Again, for the life of him, Fly cannot
begin to see any downsides to such an
innovation.

In actions, where one
has witnesses and evidence and

onuses of proof and all sorts of com-
plicated reasons why one side should start
and the other react, a coin toss to decide
the order of batting would probably mostly
be a bad idea (and serve as an unnecessary
source of anxiety for all involved). But in
applications, there is less good reason
always and predictably to afford the ap-
plicant the right (or duty) to start, with the
concomitant right of reply.

Here a coin toss is a splendid idea.
Both sides prepare the different perspectives
that may come from having to answer, rather
than to offer, and both have the prospect
of getting the last word. Much excitement
attends the coin toss (with some tosses
proving good to lose with hindsight). There
would seem to be no reason not to extend
this rule to appeals.

The good advocate employs the tool of
analogous thinking. The law comprises
many areas, but these often speak the
same thoughts in different languages, and
borrowing from one to assist in the un-
derstanding of the other can be a very useful
vehicle to ride on the road to insight. Simi-
larly, the fields of human endeavour entail
different spheres in which adversaries clash.

These spheres devise rules by which the
clash is regulated for an outcome more
suited to the purpose of the clash. The great
games have seen much careful thought
expended on the more efficient regulation
of the grand battles they encompass. The
courts of law may profit from considering
adoption, mutatis mutandis, of some of
their rules. Much fun could be had, and
little harm done, by trying.
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INNOVATIONS in the laws of noble games are often viewed
with hostility and scepticism, until they become accepted
as improvements, or until they are jettisoned as failed
experiments.


